I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

Wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) has been considered to be the best option to visualize the entire small bowel [@ref1]. It is the most advanced and non-invasive video imaging technology for examining the entire gastrointestinal (GI) tract. The first clinical diagnosis is performed by Given Imaging Company in 2001 [@ref2]. Due to the small size (around 11 mm in diameter and 26 mm in length) of the capsule, patients can swallow it without any obstruction. In gastrointestinal pathway, this capsule travels the whole tract in 8 hours and the video camera takes nearly 57,000 color images in 2 frames per second. Next, all images are stored in a computer.

From the clinical point of view, bleeding detection in GI tract is one of the vital tasks for diagnosing different GI diseases [@ref3]. The problem of WCE lies in its reviewing process which usually takes two hours to complete [@ref4]. Furthermore, it is very difficult to identify some bleeding abnormalities by naked eyes because of their small size and random distribution. All these difficulties inspire researchers to improve the computer aided bleeding detection method in decreasing the burden of a gastroenterologist. With its increasingly wide applications, some methods have been developed to detect bleeding images from the WCE video. The very first attempt is suspected blood indicator (SBI), however, its bleeding detection sensitivity and specificity are found dissatisfactory [@ref5]. Hue-Saturation-Intensity based color histogram features are introduced in [@ref6], which involves high algorithmic complexity. In [@ref7], local binary pattern (LBP) based color texture feature is proposed in HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) domain. Super-pixel segmentation and SVM classifier based computer aided bleeding detection method is developed in [@ref8], which is computationally complex. In [@ref9], probabilistic neural network (PNN) based bleeding image identification scheme is proposed. The method proposed in [@ref10] utilizes color statistical features extracted from histogram probability. In [@ref11], G to R pixel intensity ratio, along with the mean intensity of red, green and blue plane is deployed to detect bleeding frame. While statistical measures of R/G composite color domain is proposed in and [@ref12]. Furthermore, color histogram incorporating all three color plane bin frequency feature is proposed in [@ref13]. Statistical feature from HSV domain is used In [@ref14] The YCbCr color plane is used to find word based color histogram feature from for bleeding frame detection while bleeding localization is marked by fusion strategy and thresholding. The region of Interest (ROI) based statistical feature of CMYK domain is proposed in [@ref15]. A frequency domain approach is proposed in [@ref16], where Normalized Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (NGLCM) is used. Most of the methods described above are confined to individual color channel histogram (R, G, B histogram), whereas color histogram may offer potential feature to detect bleeding frames with high accuracy and sensitivity because of combinedly using information from three planes.

The objective of this paper is to develop an efficient computer aided bleeding frame and zone detection scheme in the WCE video recordings. A block-based local feature extraction scheme is proposed from each color plane, which offers better feature representation in comparison to individual pixel based feature. Color histogram based global features are extracted using the extracted local feature. For the purpose of bleeding and non-bleeding image classification, extracted feature dimension is reduced and then k-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier is used. In order to determine bleeding zone, first each block in a bleeding image is classified using the available local features and label of pixels within a block is determined with proposed interpolation method. Finally, bleeding acquired zone is fine-tuned by the morphological operation.

II.. Proposed Method for Bleeding Frame Detection {#sec2}
=================================================

Basic steps involved in the proposed bleeding frame and zone detection method is presented in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. From a given WCE video data, frame by frame analysis is carried out to extract feature and classify bleeding and non-bleeding frames. Similar preprocessing and feature extraction operations are performed on both training and testing data. Each WCE frame is first preprocessed and then segmented into several spatial blocks. Next, the block-based statistical feature is extracted and used to construct a color histogram. Bin frequencies of the color histogram are considered as the global feature. Furthermore, utilizing dominance of color plane, a feature dimension reduction scheme is proposed. For the purpose of classification, KNN classifier is employed. In addition, bleeding detection algorithm is tested on continuous WCE video segments. Finally, for a bleeding image, a scheme is developed to detect bleeding zones. In what follows, each step of the proposed method is described. FIGURE 1.Illustration of basic steps involved in the proposed method.

A.. Preprocessing {#sec2a}
-----------------

Due to an inherent circular aperture in front of the WCE camera inside the small intestine, the center region (circular or semi-octagonal) of WCE image contains essential information as shown in [Fig. 2(a)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The pixels residing around the central region possess comparatively very small intensity. In the proposed preprocessing step, black pixels of the border and corner zones of WCE images are removed bearing in mind the variation in pixel intensities and circular shape of the desired region. The step by step outcomes during the preprocessing stage are presented in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig. 2(b)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} presents the WCE image where black portions placed in the corner regions are removed and in [Fig. 2(c)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} final preprocessed image is shown. Rather than using the entire image, the resulting black-boundary eliminated images are considered for further processing. FIGURE 2.Illustration of preprocessing step (a) original WCE frame; (b) after removing black portions of the four sides; (c) final preprocessed image after removing corner black regions.

B.. Pixel Based Color Histogram (PChist) {#sec2b}
----------------------------------------

A histogram measures the ratio of participation of different sub-classes in a given data. A color histogram is formed considering pixel intensities of all three color planes [@ref17], [@ref18]. Pixel intensities of all color planes are grouped together according to different ranges of their values (depending on bin size of the color histogram) and then the number of pixels in each group is counted. By varying the pixel values of R, G, and B, the RGB color space of the image can be segmented into $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ there will be 2^6^ = 64 choices. FIGURE 3.Cartesian coordinate system of RGB color space.
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\end{document}$. Final index value formation is illustrated in the [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. In the figure, three color planes (R, G, B) and their bit values are presented, and from those bit value index value is computed. For example, when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Color histogram, a count based representation of image pixels should ensure the presence of any group of bleeding pixels, no matter how small it is, independently in the feature vector. Thus, a color histogram is considered as more prominent and significant representation of color in a given WCE image and it is to be noted that bleeding regions are sensitive to color information.

C.. Block Based Feature Extraction {#sec2c}
----------------------------------

In WCE video, there is a probability that a distinct pixel of a WCE image may be corrupted or distorted because of motion blur and slow frame rate of WCE capsule. Hence it may not be a good idea to classify each pixel, whether bleeding or non-bleeding. In most of the bleeding detection methods, the analysis is performed on pixel level, for example, different features are computed from each pixel [@ref13], [@ref14], [@ref19]. In order to overcome this problem, rather than obtaining features from a single pixel, neighborhood block of a single pixel is considered for feature computation. Since in general, even a very small bleeding area consists of a number of pixels, it is expected that such block based feature extraction can overcome the problem of single pixel distortion and offer feature consistency. Furthermore, depending on the amount of overlap between two successive blocks, block based feature extraction may decrease the computational cost. For example, considering a single plane of WCE image with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A pixel intensity becomes three dimensional vector and denoted as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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D.. Proposed CHOBS Feature {#sec2d}
--------------------------

The objective now is to develop a global feature of an image by using extracted block based features. In order to utilize statistical measures of all three color planes, a block based color histogram is proposed. For a particular spatial block, statistical feature (say mean) can be computed in three different planes. The mean feature values obtained in those three planes can then be utilized to construct binary and decimal index values similar to the case of pixel based color histogram. Here the main difference will be, instead of a pixel intensity value in three planes, block feature values obtained in three planes will be used to construct a color histogram. In this way, once index values of all blocks are computed, a color histogram is constructed. Since the pixel value in RGB color space varies from 0 to 255, the value of the statistical measure of any block (e.g. mean, median, maximum, and minimum) will be confined within the range 0 to 255. Using the mean value of each block, a color histogram of a bleeding image considering 1 bit is constructed and represented in [Table. 2](#table2){ref-type="table"}. In that table, only MSB bit of each color space is considered, which results in 8 different classes. From the table, it is observed that blocks correspond to a particular color are grouped together.TABLE 2Representation of Color HistogramRGBColor IndexBlock CountBlock/Bin Probability00007440.32700110001020001130010046260.27510150011068050.35411171000.044

For better understanding, considering the bleeding and non-bleeding images presented in [Fig. 6 (a) and (b)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} respectively, eight bin histograms (considering 1-bit representation of each pixel 2^3^ = 8) constructed from different individual color planes are first shown in [Figs. 6 (c)-(d)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Next, 32 and 64 bins representation are shown in the [Figs. 6 (e)-(h)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. From the figure, it is observed that 8-bin color histogram shows different patterns for bleeding and non-bleeding cases, with significant overlapping. However, with the increase in bin numbers, quite a distinguishable color histogram bin patterns are achieved between bleeding and non-bleeding cases ([Figs. 6 (e)-(h)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, a set of occurrence values of each color in the index image histogram is proposed to be used as a potential global feature for classifying bleeding and non-bleeding images. And it is termed as a color histogram of block statistic (CHOBS) feature. FIGURE 6.Color histogram from proposed indexed image plane, (a) bleeding image; (b) non-bleeding image; (c) 8-bin (bleeding); (d) 8-bin (non-bleeding); (e) 32-bin (bleeding); (f) 32-bin (non-bleeding); (g) 64-bin (bleeding); (h) 64-bin (non-bleeding).

E.. Feature Dimensionality Reduction {#sec2e}
------------------------------------

For the case where higher bin color histograms are considered, the feature vector length may be quite high. For example, considering 4 bit of each pixel made 2^(3\*4)^ = 4096 choices which offer maximum 4096 bin color histogram. Moreover, all the bin frequencies may not be of same importance when it comes to differentiating bleeding and non-bleeding images. In this regards for feature selection and dimensionality reduction, two stage feature reduction scheme is incorporated, one by utilizing the histogram pattern and another one using principle component analysis (PCA). Reduction of feature dimension offers less computational burden for the classifier and also provides faster convergence for decision making.

### 1). Feature Dimensionality Reduction Utilizing Histogram Pattern {#sec2e1}

One of the major observations is made from the [Table. 2](#table2){ref-type="table"} is that the blue intensity value in WCE image remains lower than 128 due to the inherent characteristics of GI tract. From the table, it is observed that when the blue index value is 1, the pixel count is negligibly small or zero. It is to be noted that index value 1 represents intensity range of 128--255. In [Table 2](#table2){ref-type="table"}, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ corresponds to 1, 3, 5, and 7 index values. In addition to this, from the [Figs. 6 (c) and (d)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, it is observed that at color indices 1, 3, 5, and 7, bin probability is close to zero which do not help to distinguish bleeding and non-bleeding frames. Thus, to reduce feature dimension, we propose to take only bin probability that contains blue intensity range 0--127. For example, in 8-bin color histogram, 0, 2, 4, and 6 colors index feature is proposed. Similarly for 64 bin, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### 2). Feature Dimension Reduction Utilizing PCA {#sec2e2}

Principle component analysis is a very popular and efficient orthogonal linear transformation [@ref20]. It projects the original feature vector into a smaller subspace through a transformation that offers dimensionality reduction of that feature space. The PCA transforms the original $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. For proposed method, implementation of PCA on the derived feature space could efficiently reduce feature dimension without losing much information. Therefore, PCA is incorporated to further reduce feature dimension of the color histogram feature vector.

F.. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Classifier {#sec2f}
---------------------------------------

To classify the bleeding and non-bleeding WCE images the K-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier is used. Though it is one of the simplest classifiers, due to its high efficiency this non-parametric classifier is one of the most widely used classifiers in several pattern recognition algorithms. KNN classifier classifies the test data set of WCE images comparing them with K neighboring train data set by considering a distance function computed between both data sets. After classification, the KNN classifier outputs a class membership. This class membership assigned to a test object is determined by votes of the majority K nearest neighbors. In the proposed method, Euclidean distance is used to classify test data set considering the class labels of K nearest image patterns. After extensive experimentation with different values of K, a suitable value is used to achieve optimum performance in the proposed method.

III.. Bleeding Zone Localization {#sec3}
================================

Once a bleeding image is detected in a WCE video, automatic marking of the bleeding zone is very much helpful for the reviewer to diagnose the diseases. Automatic bleeding zone detection can provide numerous benefits, namely 1) confirming the bleeding detection decision of that image, 2) quick visualization of the region of interest intensively and 3) Exploring the change in bleeding characteristics in consecutive video frames. But automatic bleeding zone localization facility is not available in the most of the existing bleeding detection methods. However, in this section, an automatic bleeding zone localization scheme is proposed, which is applied for identifying bleeding regions in detected bleeding frames. In the proposed method, first, local features are extracted from different blocks, hence using that local feature, the probability of color histogram bin is computed and considered as the global feature and then feature based supervised classifier is used to identify bleeding (B) or non-bleeding (N) images. Next, bleeding zone detection will be carried out only on bleeding images. At this stage, the objective is to classify the blocks of a given bleeding image into two classes as bleeding and non-bleeding. After getting the block label, the label of a pixel in a block needs to be determined. And finally bleeding zone is identified using pixel-wise marking of a given image. Major steps, to be executed in the proposed bleeding zone localization procedure are as following •Classify all the blocks of an image into bleeding and non-bleeding classes•Identifying the label of each pixel in a block whether bleeding or non-bleeding•Fine-tuning of bleeding zone with the help of morphology operation.

A.. Block Classification {#sec3a}
------------------------

In order to classify blocks of a given bleeding image, available local features of each block are considered. It is to be mentioned that block based local features are already extracted for the purpose of bleeding frame detection and described in [subsection II-C](#sec2c){ref-type="sec"}. Any computational burden is not incorporated in feature extraction for the purpose of block classification because of using available local features of each block. Along with the block-based local features, the color intensity value of block center pixel of each color channel is included in the final feature vector. This block center pixel intensity is a strong representative member of that block, which definitely enhances feature quality of a block in case of block classification.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. In KNN classifier, a training dataset consists by randomly chosen 10% bleeding images of the available database. Ground truth of bleeding localization of those bleeding images are denoted by an expert physician. Bleeding blocks are collected from the ground truth marking and considered as training dataset.

B.. Identifying the Label of Pixels {#sec3b}
-----------------------------------

Since the label of all the blocks in a bleeding frame is known, our next step is to identify the label of each pixel in a block. One common approach is to give same block label (which is determined in the previous subsection) to every pixel of that block. But the problem arises in the case of overlapping blocks. In overlapping blocks, one pixel may have more than one label when it is a member of more than one block with different labels. In this case, it would be a challenging task to identify the pixel label. Hence, it is necessary to find out a method to label pixels in a bleeding frame. In the proposed method, at first for a test pixel, its membership status is determined by using the number of blocks which contain that particular test pixel. If a test pixel belongs to a single block, it is marked the same label as the block. For example, if a test pixel belongs to a non-bleeding block then it is labeled as non-bleeding. For clinical aspect, it has severe consequences, if a bleeding pixel is declared as non-bleeding, with a comparison to the case where a non-bleeding pixel declared as bleeding. Thus in the proposed method, if a test pixel belongs to multiple blocks, if any of that blocks labeled as bleeding then it is marked as bleeding. For instants, if a test pixel belongs to four overlapping blocks say block-1, block-2, block-3, and block-4, among the four blocks only block-3 is bleeding, in this circumstance that test pixel is declared as bleeding. For multiple overlapping blocks, a test pixel is declared as non-bleeding if and only if all the overlapping blocks are non-bleeding.

C.. Finalizing the Bleeding Zone Using Morphology Operation {#sec3c}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Pixel based labeling operation provides a set of suspected bleeding pixels in the bleeding image. Generally, a single isolated pixel may not be a candidate for the bleeding zone. Such pixels may arise due to intensity variation or the presence of bleeding like areas. Choice of the hard threshold is also a reason for the appearance of isolated bleeding pixels. Discarding such isolated bleeding suspected pixels is not a good solution. Alternately we proposed to check the homogeneity around that suspected pixel. In this regard, morphological operations are performed, a namely morphological dilation followed by morphological erosion.

Morphological dilation offers connectivity among closely separate bleeding regions in a WCE image. It includes very small isolated non-bleeding regions or pixels if those are surrounded by bleeding regions. Apart from that, it also dilates the boundary of bleeding regions. This operation ensures not to lose any bleeding pixels that are initially marked as bleeding rather than it enhances bleeding (foreground) regions with respect to non-bleeding (background). After Morphological dilation, morphological erosion operation is performed. Morphological erosion discards isolated regions (very small) and pixels those are a candidate for bleeding zones. It also erodes and smoothens the boundary of the bleeding zone. Hence, erosion operation ensures that bleeding zone must contain significantly large bleeding areas.

IV.. Simulation Result and Discussion {#sec4}
=====================================

In order to illustrate the usefulness of the proposed method in identifying the bleeding frames and zones, experimentation on several WCE videos are performed. In this section, simulation result and discussion of proposed method are presented. Simulation results are reported in three aspects: 1) bleeding frame detection performance, 2) performance in continuous WCE video clips and 3) bleeding zone detection performance.

A.. Data Description {#sec4a}
--------------------

In order to analyze the performance of the proposed method, several WCE videos are collected from a publicly available widely used database [@ref21]. The ground truth labeling of bleeding and non-bleeding videos are provided by the database. The experimentation is conducted on those WCE videos and the simulation outcome is reported on 32 of them, where 12 videos are labeled as bleeding and 20 are non-bleeding. Images in bleeding videos are manually commented as bleeding or non-bleeding by an expert physician and if bleeding, the bleeding zones are curved out by that physician. For bleeding frame detection performance, experimentation is carried out on 2350 WCE frames, that consist of 450 bleeding images and 1900 non-bleeding images with a resolution of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$, which are extracted from those 32 WCE videos. The performance of the proposed method in terms of bleeding detection criteria is explored and compared with that of some of the recent methods [@ref10], [@ref12], [@ref14]. In what follows, first the performance of bleeding frame detection is presented considering different scenarios, such as variation in block size and amount of overlap between successive blocks, variation of histogram bin size, effect of different block features and their combinations, significance of incorporating block-based approach, effect of using different color planes and effect of different color plane histogram. Next, the bleeding detection performance in continuous WCE video clip is described. Finally, the bleeding zone detection performance is reported considering some bleeding images.

B.. Bleeding Frame Detection Criteria {#sec4b}
-------------------------------------
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\end{document}$, the value of sensitivity will decrease. And For bleeding frame detection, sensitivity plays the most vital role because it is directly associated with the true bleeding frame detection truthfulness and always being the prime concern in bleeding frame detection research. Accuracy reflects overall correctness of true bleeding and non-bleeding frame detection while Specificity indicates truthfulness in identifying non-bleeding images. For all these performance indicators, higher the values better the performance.

C.. Performance of Bleeding Image Detection {#sec4c}
-------------------------------------------

First, block-based local feature is extracted, such as mean, median, maximum, and minimum is computed. Next, the CHOBS feature is computed. Finally, KNN classifier is used where various k values are tested. Unless otherwise specified, results presented here utilizes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. Experimental performance is evaluated based on 10-fold cross validation technique.
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\end{document}$ are presented in [Table. 3](#table3){ref-type="table"}. One may expect that larger block size will provide more consistent statistical features, which is found true up to a certain level. A large block may include both bleeding and non-bleeding pixels. Therefore, to achieve the best performance, it is more appropriate to select the moderate block size. This fact can be visualized from the results shown in [Table. 3](#table3){ref-type="table"}. In this case, the median feature is considered. It is observed from the table that the value of all three performance criteria increases with the increase in block size starting from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ block, if one column is overlapping 7 pixels involves, thus amount of percentage overlap becomes 7/49 = 14%. Various percentages of overlap, e.g. 0%, 14%, 28%, and 43% are considered to evaluate performance and reported in [Table. 4](#table4){ref-type="table"}. More than 50% overlap between successive blocks is not considered to avoid the computational cost. It is noticed from the table that only a small percentage of overlapping (14%) provides a slight improvement in performance but for a large amount of overlapping, performance degraded.TABLE 3The Effect of Block Size on Bleeding Frame Detection PerformanceBlock SizeSen.Spec.Accu.3 by 393.58%98.94%97.91%5 by 593.75%98.90%97.87%7 by 794.22%99.22%98.26%9 by 991.93%98.38%96.89%TABLE 4The Effect of Block Overlapping on Bleeding Frame Detection PerformanceBlock SizeOverlap (%)Sen.Spec.Accu7 by 70%94.22%99.22%98.26%14%94.92%99.23%98.30%28%93.09%99.11%97.96%43%93.84%98.88%97.91%

In order to illustrate the performance variation due to the different bin size of the color histogram, the performance obtained using bin sizes of 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 512, 1024, 2048 and 4096 is reported in [Table. 5](#table5){ref-type="table"}. It is to be noted that the number of the bin is equal to the number of features. Therefore, more than 4096 bin is not considered to avoid very large size of the feature vector. As in the case of higher bin histogram, blocks are grouped in more classes, more discriminant features between bleeding and non-bleeding frame are obtained. As a result, better performance is achieved by using higher bin histogram.TABLE 5Performance of Bleeding Frame Detection Varying Histogram BinBlock sizeHistogram BinSen.Spec.Accu.7 by 7846.17%87.42%79.49%1679.46%95.89%92.72%3279.61%95.95%92.81%6485.03%96.79%94.55%12888.88%98.36%96.60%25693.09%98.74%97.66%51294.22%99.22%98.26%102494.55%99.26%98.34%204895.56%99.64%98.89%409697.16%99.58%99.11%

Next, the performance of various block based features, namely block mean, median, minimum and maximum are tested and results are reported in [Table. 6](#table6){ref-type="table"}. It is found that best performance is achieved using block minimum feature. Which means the minimum color values of all bleeding blocks are very similar, but the minimum color values of all bleeding blocks are very different from the minimum color values of all non-bleeding blocks.TABLE 6Performance of Bleeding Frame Detection Varying Local Feature of BlockBlock SizeHist. BinLocal FeatureSen.Spec.Accu.7 by 74096Mean97.46%99.12%98.77%Median97.16%99.58%99.11%Maximum96.23%99.15%98.60%Minimum98.03%99.58%99.28%

It is to be mentioned that one major contribution of this paper is the block based feature extraction. In order to demonstrate the effect of a block-based local feature in the proposed method on classification performance, in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, comparative performance analysis is shown in the view of with and without block based approach. In the absence of block, there are no options for getting block-based local features as described in [section II-C](#sec2c){ref-type="sec"}. In this case, the global feature is obtained from the entire image utilizing each pixel. In the figure, bleeding detection performance in terms of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy are demonstrated. As discussed before, it is observed that feature obtained with block provides improved classification performance in comparison to that of without block based approach. FIGURE 7.Bleeding Detection Performance effect on block.

Although all the above results are reported in RGB color space, proposed CHOBS feature extraction method is also tested among different color spaces, like normalized RGB, HSV, CIElab, CIExyz, YCbCr, and YIQ. In [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, all the performance indicators are presented varying the size of color histogram bin. Among the seven color spaces, it is found that RGB and YIQ demonstrated highly satisfactory performance in terms of all criteria. FIGURE 8.Bleeding Detection Performance in Different Color Plane.

### 1). Effect of Feature Dimension Reduction Scheme on Performance {#sec4c1}

One of the major contributions of this work is to reduce feature dimension of the CHOBS feature. This scheme offers a reduction of computational cost without compromising the bleeding detection performance. The performance comparison between with and without reduction of feature dimension is presented in [Table. 7](#table7){ref-type="table"}. First, feature dimension is reduced to 50% (4096 to 2048) by utilizing histogram pattern as described in the [subsection II-E.1](#sec2e1){ref-type="sec"}. Secondly, feature dimension is reduced by using PCA. From the table, it is found that feature dimension reduction scheme offers almost similar performance while reducing feature size from 4096 to 16. However, reduction of feature vector size significantly reduces the computational cost of classification.TABLE 7Effect of Feature Dimensionality Reduction on Bleeding Frame Detection PerformanceReductionFeature Dim.Sen. (%)Spe. (%)Accu. (%)Without409698.03%99.58%99.28%With204897.79%99.52%99.23%102497.40%99.48%99.06%51297.65%99.58%99.19%25697.57%99.57%99.19%12897.70%99.63%99.23%6497.83%99.58%99.23%3297.57%99.58%99.19%1697.85%99.47%99.15%897.13%99.26%98.81%491.60%98.11%96.89%

### 2). Performance Comparison with Other Established Methods {#sec4c2}

To further evaluate the performance of proposed color histogram, it is compared with different histogram features constructed from the red, green and blue plane along with feature combination of three planes in RGB space. Performance outcomes are reported in [Table. 8](#table8){ref-type="table"} and it is observed that the proposed method performs far better in comparison to individual color plane histogram feature as well as the cascaded-combined features obtained from all three color planes. One major advantage of the proposed CHOBS feature is the drastic reduction in feature dimension. As shown in [Table. 8](#table8){ref-type="table"} using only a feature dimension of 16 (in comparison to 256 or 768) much better performance is obtained.TABLE 8Performance Comparison of Different Histogram Bin Features of RGB Plane (%)Block SizeHist. FeatureFeat. Dim.Sen.Spec.Accu.7 by 7R plane25684.13%96.68%94.26%G plane25679.04%93.69%90.89%B plane25674.14%93.65%89.79%Combined R, G, B76894.50%98.95%98.06%Proposed CHOBS1697.85%99.47%99.15%

In view of comparing the performance of the proposed method, six recently reported methods are taken into consideration [@ref4], [@ref7], [@ref10], [@ref13]--[@ref14][@ref15]. Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [@ref7] based feature is one of the established approaches to bleeding detection. In LBP based method, for the purpose of feature extraction, 8-bin histogram is utilized. The method reported in [@ref14] utilizes 80-bin word based color histogram for feature extraction. In [@ref10], statistical feature computed from histogram probability is employed to detect bleeding frame. In implementing the method reported in [@ref10], the best feature combination as mentioned in this paper is taken into consideration. Reference [@ref13] is chosen for performance comparison utilizing index image (constructed from each pixel of WCE image) histogram. In [@ref23], statistical features computed from ROI of a given image in CMYK (cyan-magenta-yellow-black) color space are used to detect bleeding frame. Comparison results are presented in [Table. 9](#table9){ref-type="table"}. For a fair comparison, same WCE image dataset and classifier are used for all these six methods. It is to be noted that proposed method is named as CHOBS (color histogram of block statistic). From the table, it is found that proposed method exhibits superior performance to all other reported methods, in terms of all performance indicators. The probable reasons for getting superior classification performance by the proposed method are its competency of overcoming some serious problems that usually WCE videos faces, like single pixel randomness, illumination changes, and image distortion. In the proposed, 18 out of 450 bleeding images incorrectly detected as non-bleeding. Failure reasons are inspected and found that proposed method is not capable of identifying those images as bleeding because of the presence of image noise, the existence of obstacle between the subject and camera lens and the absence of significant amount of bleeding regions.TABLE 9Performance Comparison of Different FeaturesMethod NameSen.Spec.Accu.Uniform LBP [@ref7]79.25%94.56%91.50%Hist. probability [@ref10]83.00%75.69%77.15%Color hist [@ref13]90.80%92.63%91.97%Stat (CMYK) [@ref15]95.50%92.87%93.40%Word hist. [@ref14]91.71%94.05%93.31%Raw hist. [@ref4]94.50%98.95%98.06%Proposed CHOBS97.85%99.47%99.15%

The problem of poor video quality due to various artifacts, such as noises, illumination changes, motion blur or low resolutions can degrade the quality of capsule endoscopy images. In order to analyze the effect of change in resolution on bleeding frame detection performance, an experiment is conducted considering two cases where the original image resolutions of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to handle the video quality degradation due to several other factors as mentioned above other than the resolution effect, different image enhancement schemes are available in literature [@ref24]--[@ref25][@ref26][@ref27]. Some example images are shown in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} for better understanding about the poor video quality. Imtiaz and Wahid [@ref24] proposed two stage color image enhancement method, which performs at first gray level enhancement followed by space variant chrominance mapping color reproduction. In WCE images there may be problem of darkness caused by limited illumination of LEDs and complex circumstances in GI tract. For enhancing WCE images, Li and Meng proposed an adaptive contrast diffusion method in [@ref25]. In WCE recordings, visibility may be impaired by air bubbles, food residues and bile pigments (in spite of good bowel preparation). Sakai *et al.* [@ref26] conducted a study on detectability issue based on flexible spectral imaging color enhancement (FSICE). The detailed advantage of FSICE was investigated by Kobayashi *et al.* [@ref27] for detecting small bowel lesions. Possible remedy to overcome the problem of video quality would be to employ the existing image enhancement techniques as preprocessing step prior to feature extraction in the proposed method, which could be a potential future work. FIGURE 9.Sample images that are affected by video artifact.

D.. Performance in Continuous WCE Video Clip {#sec4d}
--------------------------------------------

In this subsection, bleeding frame detection in continuous WCE video clip is demonstrated. For the purpose of analyzing performance in WCE video clip, five WCE bleeding videos are considered namely: 1) D170 bleeding, 2) bleding5, 3) bleeding3, 4) bleeding2, and 5) 23 bleeding, those are publicly available in [@ref21]. Those videos are chosen in a way so that it covers different types of bleeding frame, as well as variation of frame number and position. First, from the video clip image frames are extracted and proposed final features are calculated. Then, bleeding or non-bleeding decision is acquired by applying KNN classifier and the performance is reported in [Table. 11](#table11){ref-type="table"}. For classifying a test frame of a particular video, it is assured that the images of that video are excluded from the training dataset. Among the five videos, four videos show satisfactory performance in terms of all performance criteria, except 23 bleeding, due to the presence of numerous incidents of faint small bleeding areas. Quite satisfactory overall performance result is found which is reported in the last row of that table.TABLE 11Performance Result of Continuous Video ClipVideo nameFrames No. (B/N)Sen.Spe.Accu.D170 bl.96/498.96%75.00%99.00%bleeding522/7890.91%96.15%95.00%bleeding35/95100.00%89.47%90.00%bleeding2100/098.00%---98.00%23 bl.27/7381.48%98.63%94.00%overall250/25096.00%93.60%94.90%

E.. Performance Results for Bleeding Zone Detection {#sec4e}
---------------------------------------------------

### 1). Quantitative Analysis {#sec4e1}

In order to measure the quantitative performance of proposed bleeding zone detection method, a pixel-wise comparison between the marked bleeding zone and the ground truth labeled by the physicians is performed. The comparison result has four possible outcomes, they are true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN). There are two true cases: 1) the bleeding pixels that are correctly labeled as the bleeding called true positive (TP) and 2) the non-bleeding pixels that are correctly labeled as non-bleeding termed as true negative (TN). Similarly, there are two false cases: 1) the pixels which are not labeled as the bleedings but should have been called false negative (FN) and 2) false positive (FP) are the ones incorrectly labeled as the bleedings. From those four outcomes three criteria are calculated to represent performance result as Precision, the false positive ratio (FPR) and the false negative ratio (FNR) [@ref28], [@ref29], which is computed according to the following formulas:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Different amount of overlapping are investigated and reported in [Table. 13](#table13){ref-type="table"} considering $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ block. It is found that the performance of bleeding zone detection is less sensitive to the amount of overlap between successive blocks. However similar to [Table. 4](#table4){ref-type="table"}, 14% overlap provides better results.TABLE 13The Effect of Block Overlapping on Bleeding Zone Detection PerformanceBlock SizeOverlapPrecisionFPRFNR7 by 70%95.33%3.14%10.88%14%95.75%3.11%10.38%28%94.80%3.49%16.46%43%94.67%4.13%15.80%

Next, the performance of the proposed bleeding zone detection method is compared with that of a recently developed method [@ref14]. The comparison result of bleeding detection performance is illustrated in [Table. 14](#table14){ref-type="table"}. From the table, it is shown that precision is significantly improved. Most important and significant improvement is observed in FNR ratio, it is improved by almost 28% compared to [@ref12]. However, FPR is slightly (around 1%) higher than Yuan method. The performance of the proposed method is found superior [@ref14].TABLE 14Performance Comparison of Bleeding Zone DetectionMethodPrecessionFPRFNRYuan method [@ref14]93.61%2.14%38.60%Proposed block based classification95.75%3.11%10.38%

### 2). Qualitative Analysis {#sec4e2}

For the purpose of qualitative analysis, four bleeding frames from four different videos are considered and presented in [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. The first column is the original image, while the second column shows the bleeding zone ground truth, the third column shows the detected bleeding region before the morphological operation and the final column shows the bleeding zone in the binary image after the morphological operation. It is observed that the proposed method has the best capability of marking the bleeding zone with high precision. FIGURE 10.Qualitative analysis of bleeding zone detection.

V.. Conclusion {#sec5}
==============

In this paper, a new technique of bleeding frame and zone detection in wireless capsule endoscopy video recordings is presented. Use of block-based local feature extraction overcomes pixel randomness problem. Proposed CHOBS feature uniquely combines information of all three color planes and provides consistent feature quality. Two stage feature reduction is incorporated, one by utilizing the histogram pattern and another one using PCA. The proposed method exhibits high sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy with respect to other established method. Moreover, a bleeding zone localization method is developed using the block local feature which does not require any additional computation. First, blocks of a bleeding frame are classified using supervised classifier and then pixels are marked using proposed interpolation scheme. Finally, bleeding zones are delineated applying morphological operation. The proposed method is thus promising in identifying bleeding zones from a bleeding image.
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